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This paper examines the future of Korea and its security relations 
with the United States. Unification, it contends, may be approaching 
faster than many have believed, and irrespective of the timing, 
unification is inevitabl-the questions related to it are how and 
when, not whether. Once unified, Korea will undoubtedly face a 
difficult period of adjustment as it seeks to fit itself into the new 
security equation in Northeast Asia. 

The paper examines that transition. It looks at the security envi- 
ronment in which a unified Korea would find itself, and sketches out 
a number of potential strategies by which Korea could guarantee its 
security: an independent militarism, an alliance with a regional 
power, neutrality, collective security, and others. It concludes that a 
unified Korea will probably continue to prefer a security relationship 
with the United States to any other ultimate security guarantee. 

Assuming that Korean-US security relations will continue after 
unification, the paper concludes with an assessment of the current 
challenges facing the relationship, including domestic politics on both 
sides and defense industrial cooperation. 
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US-Korean Security Relations: 
Post-Reunif ication* 

William J. Taylor, Jr. 
and Michael J. Mazarr 

Unification in Korea may be approaching faster than many have 
believed. Confidence-building talks between the North and South 
have begun to bear fruit, and an elaborate system of inter-Korean 
ties, the precursor to some form of confederation, may be only a few 
years away. Pyongyang’s economic crisis could degenerate into 
mass hunger or a political drama, calling the future of Kim I1 Sung’s 
regime into question and opening the possibility of an East Germany- 
style collapse. Either way, we expect some form of unification before 
the end of the century. 

That is a bold prediction, but one need not accept it to agree on 
the need for study of what a unified Korea might be like. Unification 
is inevitable; the questions related to it are how and when, not 
whether. And once it is unified, Korea will undoubtedly face a difficult 
period of adjustment as it seeks to fit itself into a new security 
equation in Northeast Asia. A unified Korea will face new security 
challenges and will need to formulate a fundamentally new security 
policy, and decisions taken today are already laying the groundwork 
for those post-unification debates. 

A paper prepared for presentation at the KIDA/CSIS Conference and Workshop 
on “U.S.-ROK Relations in the Post-Cold War Era,” Seoul, Korea, November 4-8, 
1991. It benefits from discussions at the conference with US, South Korean, 
British, French, and Soviet scholars, to whom we are indebted. 
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The most important outside influence affecting the strategic role 
and position of a unified Korea will be its security relationship with 
the United States. Historically, unified Korean governments have 
often responded to their situation by allying themselves with the 
dominant regional power rather than seeking an independent stance. 
South Korea pursued a variant of this strategy during the Cold War, 
forging a strong and lasting security tie with Washington. How to 
approach the United States after unification will be a central question 
for the leaders of a single Korea. 

Before we can consider in detail the nature of US-Korean security 
relations after unification, we must set the stage for that relationship. 
This paper will therefore turn first to the two basic questions about 
unification-how and when-and will then sketch out the security 
environment a unified Korea might face. Bearing that analysis in 
mind, it will finally examine the likely elements of US-Korean security 
cooperation. 

The “How” of Reunification 

Great hurdles remain to any form of unification. North and South 
Korea simply do not trust each other, and they envision very different 
outcomes of unification. No matter what rhetoric is used by either 
side, fundamentally the North’s leader Kim II Sung wants a unified 
communist system under the total control of his son Kim Jong 11. The 
South’s leaders want to absorb the North under the democratic 
government which has emerged since President Chun Doo Hwan 
was persuaded to resign in 1987. 

Nonetheless, it is our contention that objective factors are pushing 
the two Koreas toward unity. Various models have been proposed 
for how such unification might occur, but most of the more likely ones 
boil down into two categories: absorption and confederation. The 
former is the East German scenario applied to Korea, the total 
collapse of the North Korean government followed by the assumption 
of power over the whole Korean Peninsula by Seoul. Absorption could 
happen at any time, perhaps triggered by the death of Kim II Sung. 

The latter model envisions a much more deliberate approach to 
Korean unity. There have been several different formulations of 
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confederal approaches to unification. For the North (The Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea), the basic concept was stated by 
President Kim I1 Sung in his 1991 New Year address. The North’s 
approach is to “reunify” the two Koreas by means of a confederal 
Republic on the basis of one nation, one state; but two systems and 
two governments. There would be a unified national government of 
which the design, function and powers are not specified. This plan 
would leave the two governments essentially as they are, maintain- 
ing their own ideologies and regional autonomy for the indefinite 
future until the two sides learn to tolerate each other’s ideas and 
social systems. There is no indication here of establishing a democ- 
racy in the North based on popular elections. 

For the South, the most recent concept of unification, the “Korean 
Commonwealth Formula for National Unification, ” was advanced by 
President Roh Tae Woo during his speech at the National Assembly 
on September 11, 1989.’ In essence, the approach is based first on 
an interim stage beginning with mutual recognition and the estab- 
lishment of a Korean Commonwealth. Operating from a “Peace 
Zone” to be created within the Demilitarized Zone, the two sides 
would appoint a Council of Ministers of ten cabinet-level officials from 
both sides. 

The Council would preside over a number of standing committees 
charged to discuss and adjust differences in humanitarian, political, 
diplomatic, economic, military, social, cultural and other affairs and 
promote inter-Korean exchanges, trade and cooperation. A Council 
of Representatives of about 100 legislators (equal numbers from 
each side) would draft a constitution and establish a system of 
agreed procedures and methods to achieve unification. At an agreed 
time, general elections would be held under the new constitution to 
form a unified government and legislature with a bicameral parlia- 
ment composed of an upper house based on regional representation 
and a lower house based on population. 

The South’s proposal clearly involves a transition to democracy 
which is anathema to Kim I I  Sung’s totalitarian state, while the 

1 See International Cultural Society of Korea, South-North Dialogue in Korea 
(Seoul: ICSK, 1990). 
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North’s proposal would perpetuate for the indefinite future its social- 
ist state system. For these reasons, the two proposals are in- 
compatible as currently written. Yet it is not impossible that some 
compromise version of confederation could emerge which would 
allow the North Korean elite to retain most of their privileges while 
eliminating the military threat to the South, a bargain both might find 
tempting. The greater the economic pressures on Pyongyang, more- 
over, the more reason there will be for its leaders to believe that they 
can only save themselves by means of an expanded cooperation 
with the South. 

It must be recognized that the form unification takes will have 
important implications for the nature of the US role on the peninsula. 
A quick absorption orchestrated by Seoul might require very little 
change; US forces and bases would remain in place, and Korea’s 
diplomatic relations with Washington might change very little. A 
confederal approach, on the other hand, would probably require the 
United States to withdraw most, if not all, of its military forces from 
the peninsula and close its military facilities there; these are likely to 
be firm conditions from Pyongyang for such unification.’ 

The “When” of Reunification 

The question is when these pressures will reach the boiling point. 
North Korea’s maneuver room in pushing “the Koryo confederal 
system” is becoming increasingly constrained because, simply put, 
the North Korean economy is a shambles. Pyongyang cannot borrow 
money abroad after a series of defaults on large foreign loans, and 
is equally hard pressed to acquire foreign credits. Even the Japan- 
ese, who considered reparation payments and loans last year, so far 

2 On the other hand, it is interesting to speculate whether the North might actually 
welcome some form of continued US sponsorship of a confederal system. 
Leaders in Pyongyang have learned to distrust both their former Soviet and 
current Chinese allies, and as good Koreans might worry about the fate of the 
peninsula wedged between such powerful regional states. If the level of North 
Korean-US dialogue improves over the next several years, it is not impossible 
that Pyongyang would approve a continued US-Korea security arrangement as 
part of a confederal system, provided that most (though not necessarily all) US 
forces were withdrawn. 
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have been dissuaded from such ventures. Former North Korean 
supporters such as Russia and China have their own severe eco- 
nomic problems and could not, even if they wished, bail out North 
Korea’s economy. 

Today there is ample evidence that only the basic needs of the 
North Korean people are being met. The people in the villages feel 
the pinch as a growing shortage of the basic staple rice mounts. Milk 
and meat are apparently in very short supply in some areas; only 
party officials and foreign diplomats can buy these items in 
Pyongyang’s dollar stores, and some reports suggest that the North 
Korean common people get meat only about twice a year. Warm 
clothing for harsh winters is also scarce. The North Korean Vinalon 
plant in Sunchon produces synthetic plastic clothing which provides 
scant protection against the cold winter. 

Nor could the North pursue a military option. Neither Russia nor 
China has any interest in North Korean military aggression against 
South Korea, which might in some way involve them militarily. Both 
need to devote scarce resources to their own economic recovery. 
Both countries join all other major actors with interests in peace and 
stability in Northeast Asia (including the United States and South 
Korea) to voice concern over North Korea’s march toward acquisition 
of nuclear weapons. It is in the interests of all nations of Northeast 
Asia, except China, that the North Korean government either willingly 
open up and change or be absorbed into the South. Even even 
Beijing, although it retains an ideological interest in identifying with 
North Korea’s Communist regime (which explains the cordial recep- 
tion given Kim II Sung in Beijing by China’s leadership in early 
October 1991), might be better served by a unified, capitalist, 
nonaggressive Korea. 

As a result of these various pressures, Kim I1 Sung must already 
be asking himself fundamental questions. Should he open up his 
society to get the foreign capital, technology and management 
expertise that he needs to repair the North Korean economy? If so, 
he has a slim chance of preserving his government in power. If not, 
his government surely will collapse in a most violent way, whether 
the model of collapse is Eastern Europe in 1989-1990 or the more 
recent situation in Russia. 
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Although the behavior of Kim II Sung’s government has been 
erratic and periodically violent (recall the 1983 Rangoon bombing 
which practically wiped out South Korea’s leadership), there are 
recent, hopeful signs that Kim has chosen the path of cooperation. 
North Korea abruptly reversed its position in accepting dual, simul- 
taneous entry into the United Nations; opposition to joint entry as a 
symbol of division had been an article of faith for Pyongyang since 
1945, and observers in the West should not underestimate the 
significance of this step. Pyongyang has entered six rounds of prime 
ministerial talks. Once at the talks, the North signed with the South 
an agreement on “Reconciliation, Nonaggression, and Exchanges 
and Cooperation” and an agreement on “Denuclearization of the 
Korean Peninsula.” Pyongyang also signed an agreement to permit 
IAEA inspections of its nuclear facilities, subject to ratification by its 
Supreme People’s Assembly. And, as of this writing, North Korea has 
denounced international terrorism in all its forms. 

Simultaneously, the South has initiated several confidence-building 
overtures to the North. There are many examples of this. The Seoul 
government has approved a direct barter deal between the two 
Koreas-South Korean rice for North Korean coal and cement, the 
first such deal since the division of the peninsula 46 years ago. In 
the sports arena, a united Korean ping-pong team recently won the 
world title. A mutual US-ROK agreement has instituted a number of 
changes to reduce the US presence and profile in South Korea: any 
US nuclear weapons that may have been deployed in the South 
have been removed; a Korean general has been placed in command 
of all ground forces, and a Korean officer is now head of the UN 
Military Armistice Commission at Panmunjom; all US forces are 
being withdrawn from the DMZ; the overall US troop strength of 
43,000 in the South is being reduced by 7,000 over the next two 
years; and the size of the US-ROK combined annual military exercise 
“Team Spirit” has been reduced by about ten percent in each of the 
past three years, and has been cancelled altogether for 1992. These 
steps should be definite signals to the North that the American 
military profile in the South is changing. 

The next months and years will therefore involve negotiation, a 
consensus on the peaceful resolution of disputes, growing bilateral 
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trade,3 and the implementation of various confidence-building mea- 
sures such as mutual notification of exercises, a military-to-military 
hotline, and other measures. Ideally, this process of confidence 
building will continue a move away from confrontational rhetoric that 
began in November 1991 and will gradually accustom the two 
Koreas to dealing with one another. We have already seen an 
improvement in atmosphere and in substantive behavior by both 
sides in the prime ministerial talks. In this sense, bilateral talks will 
set the stage for unification of some form by forcing both sides to 
end the dehumanization of the other, in both ideological and personal 
terms. 

Internationally, the key characteristic of this stage is that it will 
witness growing world involvement in the North Korean economy. 
Once the nuclear issue is resolved, Japanese reparations payments 
and joint ventures will begin seeping in, as will more and more South 
Korean investment. The new UN development project at the Tumen 
River will spur additional economic contacts. Given Pyongyang’s 
recent denunciation of terrorism, it is conceivable that the US trade 
embargo on the North could be lifted. With the growth of foreign 
investment and operations in the North will come outside influence 
and ideas, further paving the way for unification. 

At the conclusion of this process, Korea will enter a transition 
to some form of unification. Much depends on the physical health 
of Kim II Sung and the political health of his son and anointed 
successor, Kim Jong II. Many believe that the younger Kim has 
already assumed many governing functions; most recently Kim 
Jong II was named commander in chief of the armed forces. If this 
process is well advanced and if Western analysts have underes- 
timated the loyalty to the younger Kim within the North’s elite 
class,4 then the “succession crisis” may turn out not to be a crisis 
at all, just a momentary blip in North Korean politics. 

This may or may not set back the timetable for unification. Many 
have viewed absorption and confederation as starkly different alter- 

3 Bilateral trade reportedly reached almost $200 million in 1991, and Hyundai, 
Daewoo, Goldstar, and Samsung are all eyeing projects in the North for 1992. 

A full 25 percent of the population, by some estimates. 4 
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natives, the two distant ends of the unification spectrum, but they 
are hardly exclusive. In fact, we expect both to be well underway 
within two years and complete within four to six. 

At any point during this process, the government in Pyongyang 
could collapse, undermined (like so many other socialist regimes) by 
its own economic inefficiency and political repression, unable any 
longer to use the fig leaf of ‘fjuche” as an excuse for hunger and 
suffering. This would lead to a very rapid absorption, the sort widely 
discussed among groups of analysts in the West celebrating the 
collapse of European communism and expecting the same in 
Korea-and widely feared in Seoul, where the price tag for sudden 
unification has been pegged as high as $400 billion. Quantifying the 
chances of political events is always a suspect business, but to give 
some indication of our thinking we will estimate the likelihood of such 
a collapse during the next five to seven years at one in three. 

Even assuming a more deliberate model of unification, however, 
one in which Kim Jong II assumes and retains power and the North 
lumbers along, major progress could be made within four to six 
years. The natural result of the confidence-building process is a 
transition to serious negotiations over some form of confederation, 
a model that has been proposed-in different language and terms 
(particularly regarding elections) but strikingly similar outlines-by 
both Koreas. A confederal Korea might have a central government 
controlling a joint armed force, managing national economic issues, 
and assuming a few other duties, while two “regional” governments 
would retain northern and southern militias of their own and control 
the political affairs of their sphere of the peninsula. Immigration 
would have to be strictly regulated, of course, and the transition to 
a tripartite military would be extremely tricky. Yet as the US-Soviet 
experience demonstrates, nothing is impossible once trust has been 
established. 

The eventual result of this process would be something akin to 
absorption, but not in the sudden and complete sense in which it is 
commonly understood. Because of their inherent inefficiency and 
unpopularity, the governmental organs of the North would gradually 
wither, replaced with new institutions-perhaps staffed by men and 
women from the North, but operating on more rational lines. In the 
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end, the confederal system itself would give way to an increasingly 
stronger central government, if not run from Seoul then operating on 
political and economic principles approximating those in the South 
today, 

We expect this process to be underway in roughly three to five 
years (1994-1997), by which time it could be said that Korea has 
been “unified” by some definition. The process itself may last five to 
ten additional years (2000-2007), at the end of which time a fully 
unified Korea will have emerged. Of course, this timetable could be 
accelerated at any time by major changes in China or a collapse in 
North Korea. It is perhaps especially important in this context that 
South Korea and the United States agree not to take advantage of 
North Korean weaknesses by military force. In the event of a coup 
d’etat against the Kims or a violent revolution against the DPRK 
regime, the ROK and US governments should agree in advance not 
to seek reunification by attacking north. This kind of understanding 
should be communicated to the North by various means, including 
a mutual nonaggression agreement. 

Post-Reunification Environment in Northeast Asia 

The collapse of the Soviet Union and decline of international 
communism generally suggest that a unified Korea will face a 
relatively benign security environment. None of the four major pow- 
ers in the region is likely to pose a threat to Korean security. It is 
obvious that the United States would not pose such a threat, and 
recent and likely future developments suggest that Russia, Japan, 
or China will also pursue friendly relations with a unified Korea. 

For its part, Russia-the only member of the new Commonwealth 
of Independent States that shares a border with Korea-will be 
preoccupied with its own economic recovery and the arduous pro- 
cess of putting into place the rudiments of democratic political and 
judicial systems without which a free market economy cannot func- 
tion. It will dramatically reduce its strategic and conventional military 
forces in the process of industrial conversion from military to com- 
mercial production and distribution of goods and services. Depen- 
dent on outside capital, technology and management expertise, 
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Russia will forego military threats which could turn off the flow of 
European, Japanese and US economic aid and trade. 

Moscow is likely to be especially solicitous toward a unified Korea 
because of its dire need for economic assistance. Already a number 
of Korean companies have begun cautious investments in Russia, 
and former Soviet as well as Russian Republic leaders hope that 
Korea, along with Japan, can help develop the frozen wilderness of 
Siberia. Now that Russia is operating more independently, we can 
expect that the development of its eastern region-which comprises 
a much more significant portion of its territory than it did of the Soviet 
Union as a whole-will become an even higher priority. Provoking 
or otherwise angering Korea would run directly counter to Russia’s 
chief national interests in the 21st century. 

Japan, still deep in the grip of national pacifism, is unlikely to pose 
a threat to any nation in the near or medium term. Japanese leaders 
know well that to become belligerent would be to jeopardize their 
economic success: nations in Asia, and perhaps the West as well, 
would close off trade with Japan if they believed it was returning to 
a militaristic expansionism. Even if tensions did arise,5 Japan’s 
armed forces are utterly incapable of posing a credible threat to 
Korea, partly because, even after dramatic troop cuts attendant upon 
unification, Korea is likely to retain an armed force twice the size of 
Japan’s. Of course, the Japanese government, spending only one 
percent of GNP on defense, could vastly outstrip Korean defense 
expenditures if it so chose; but again, the consequences for Japan- 
ese world economic and political leadership would be disastrous. 
And if Korea were threatened by a revival of Japanese militarism, it 
is likely that it would not face that threat alone. 

As long as the unification process is well-managed, moreover, 
there is no reason why Japan would feel the need to become 
belligerent.6 When pressed, Japanese officials and businessmen will 

5 For one expression of concern, see the Chosun llbo editorial, “Concern Over 
the Hegemony of the United States and Japan,” translated in Foreign Broadcast 
information Sen/ice-€ast Asia, November 26, 1991, p. 18. 

See Mark T. Fitzpatrick, “Why Japan and the United States Will Welcome 
Korean Unification,” Korea and World Affairs, 15 (Fall 1991). 

6 
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admit that their concern about the economic threat posed by a 
unified Korea is a tempered one: Japan’s GNP is twenty times that 
of South Korea, and the unification process will be wrenching for 
Seoul’s economy. Some Japanese apparently fear that a unified 
Korea would become militarily belligerent, perhaps in a retributional 
sense for Japan’s long occupation of the peninsula. Objectively, 
however, such a policy would be foolish, and the government of a 
unified Korea could prevent the issue from becoming a problem by 
following a peaceful course in its relations with Japan. 

The one regional wild card is China, whose capacity for violence 
was proven again at Tiananmen Square and whose nearly 900-mile 
border with Korea offers a historic route of invasion and trouble-mak- 
ing. Beijing’s current set of octogenarians, however, will die by the 
turn of the century, and it is likely that the new Chinese leadership 
will come under irresistible pressures to reform. If it refuses to do 
so, the Communist Party will fall, either violently (as in Romania in 
1990) or feebly (as in Moscow in 1991). 

In all of these bilateral relations, it is of great help that Korea does 
not possess any bitter, long-standing disagreements with the gov- 
ernments in question. Korea does possess a few desultory border 
or fishing-rights disputes, but nothing on the scale of those that have 
prompted fighting between China and Vietnam over the Spratly 
Islands. Nor are there ethnic issues as in Europe: there are Koreans 
abroad, of course, but not major enclaves that would demand 
reunification with Korea itself. A unified Korean government is likely 
to press for better treatment of Koreans in Japan and will probably 
?arget some of its investments in Russia to employ and otherwise 
assist economically the two million Russian-Koreans, but neither of 
these issues is significant enough to cause outright war or even a 
rupturing of diplomatic relations. Not only do all four major powers 
have strong reasons for getting along with a unified Korea, then, but 
there seem few serious disagreements ready to arise and destroy 
that harmonious spirit. 
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Alternatives to a US Security Role 

Since 1945, South Korea has relied on the United States to defend 
it in the event of a North Korean attack. The US security guarantee, 
however, was forged in the Cold War. As long as the North Korean 
regime remains closed and socialist, Washington will probably con- 
tinue promising to defend the South against an unprovoked attack 
by Pyongyang; but once unification has occurred, the future US role 
on the Korean peninsula, as in Northeast Asia generally, will be 
called into question. One of the most pressing questions that will 
confront a unified Korea is whether to rely on the United States for 
continued security backing or, aware that there would be few im- 
mediate threats to its security, to seek some other, perhaps more 
independent, route. We have identified four such alternatives, two 
involving greater Korean independence and two in which Korea 
would continue to rely on outside sponsors. 

One alternative would be neutrality. Korea could seek to become 
the Sweden or Switzerland of Asia: nonaligned, neutral in major 
power disputes, and combining a small, tough core of an armed 
force with a large militia and its imposing terrain to make itself 
unattractive as a target of attack. Neutrality might appeal as a means 
of allowing a unified Korea to play various large powers off one 
another, to shift and tack with the prevailing political and economic 
winds and avoid major confrontations. It would find adherents among 
Korean nationalists uncomfortable with Seoul’s relative status in its 
current bilateral relations with the United States and Japan. 

Yet neutrality would have many critics as well. For one thing, the 
concept of neutrality (or the related notion of nonalignment) is 
somewhat fuzzy in the post-Cold War era; most nations have 
already been cut free from the rigid bipolar “alignments” that char- 
acterized the last forty years. It is not clear what benefits Korea could 
gain from an explicit, in some ways distinctly anti-US neutrality that 
it could not obtain in the fluid and generally nonaligned years to 
come. Moreover, many Koreans, concerned about the possibility of 
new threats from Russia, China, or Japan, would be uncomfortable 
in rejecting the security relationship with the United States in favor 
of a mostly disarmed neutrality, with its disturbing echoes of the 
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policies that utterly failed to guarantee the security of the peninsula 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum would be an assertive, 
independent nationalism. Korea could shed its security relationships, 
not in favor of neutrality, but rather to allow it to seek an almost 
belligerent self-reliance. Such a posture would of necessity require 
Korea to possess a significant nuclear arsenal, one at least on the 
scale of Britain’s. While some far-right wing groups might advocate 
such a course, its obvious risks and limitations would likely make it 
unattractive to the great majority of Koreans. 

A third alternative would not involve Korean independence but 
would simply shift the sponsorship for its security from the United 
States to China or, under some circumstances, Japan. Culturally, 
China is perhaps a better match for Korea than the United States, 
and there may be some nationalistic sense that an alliance with an 
Asian nation is less onerous to the Korean psyche than the US 
relationship. A partnership with Japan would probably only emerge 
if Japan began rearming, the United States withdrew from the region, 
and Korea determined that a reasonably equitable accommodation 
was preferable to once again placing itself on a collision course with 
Japanese expansion. 

For a number of reasons, however, as long as Korea has a choice, 
it is likely to prefer the United States as a guarantor of its security. 
Most basically, the ties forged by forty years of partnership in peace 
and war would argue against a change. As the most distant regional 
power, the United States is also the least likely to attempt to interfere 
in Korean domestic issues. Korea’s past attempts to use China as 
an ally failed with terrible implications for the Korean people. And of 
the four major powers, the United States is by far the least likely to 
become an active threat to Korea; if a unified Korea spurned 
Washington in favor of Beijing and some years later were confronted 
with an expansionist regime in China, it might not have the option 
of replaying the US card. In short, the United States will remain 
Korea’s best bet for a security partner even after unification. 

A final choice would be for Korea to avoid placing its security in 
the hands of one ally and instead take a collective security approach. 
Admittedly, there are many limitations to the application of this notion 
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to Asia, where regional organizations are so far weak compared with 
those in Europe and where antagonisms among the members of a 
regional security bloc may be the least likely threat to peace in any 
case. Moreover, it would take a far-sighted national leader to eschew 
a proven bilateral tie in favor of a more nebulous international 
arrangement. Collective security is therefore not a full alternative to 
a US commitment. 

That said, it is worth mentioning that the key bilateral relations in 
the region, particularly the US-Japan and US-Korea axes, would be 
healthier and more stable if embedded in regional alignments. 
Bilateral commitments would be easier to justify in a political sense 
if offered in a multilateral framework. As in the Gulf War, if the 
American people knew that other nations were bearing part of the 
cost of and responsibility for regional stability, they would be less 
likely to reject an energetic US role. Dialogue among the members 
of such an organization would provide a means of dispute resolution 
and conflict avoidance. And collective organizations would hold 
special benefits for Japan: an increasingly robust “Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Asia” of some sort would help provide 
a post-Cold War excuse to avoid military assertion. Collective 
security will not be a substitute for bilateral agreements, but it will 
become an increasingly important complement to them. 

It is impossible to tell in advance whether a unified Korea would 
choose one of these paths. Factions would probably develop in 
Korea favoring each-the pro-American faction, a pro-Chinese and 
Asian Bloc group, vehement nationalists calling for a nuclear-armed 
independence from the major powers that have brought havoc to 
Korea so many times. Korea might shift between the various options, 
perhaps as a product of domestic politics or simply through the 
natural ebb and flow of policy making. Certainly, dramatic increases 
in threat perceptions-a hard-line coup in Russia, a return to expan- 
sionism in Beijing-would impel Korea to seek closer security ar- 
rangements with the remaining great powers, and particularly the 
United States. And in anticipation of such risks, it is unlikely that a 
unified Korea, particularly one governed from Seoul (or its ideologi- 
cal equivalent), would want to abandon its relationship with the 
United States. Washington could play many roles to smooth the 
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transition to a unified Korea and to help prevent instability and war 
once a single Korea has emerged. 

Post-Reunification: US-Korean Security Relations 

Such a continued US role assumes, of course, that the United 
States will remain engaged in Northeast Asian security issues. Given 
US budget difficulties and the rise of a post-Cold War isolationism, 
this is not at all guaranteed. Most responsible projections by US 
experts indicate that US defense spending will decline well below 
the 3.6% of GNP that US Secretary of Defense Cheney states has 
planned to be the new low by FY1995; that figure was already the 
lowest defense share of GNP in over 50 years.7 Some say that by 
the year 2000 the US defense budget will be back to the levels of 
1920, or one percent of GNP.’ Some say three percent of GNP by 
the year 2000.’ The right answer probably is somewhere between 
two and three percent of GNP-and that means dramatic defense cuts. 

Given the end of the Cold War, the disintegration of the Warsaw 
Pact, and the dramatic reduction in the Soviet threat and Soviet- 
supported “wars of national liberation” around the world, it is clear 
that Americans and their representatives in the Congress will push 
hard for reduced defense spending. This reordering of priorities is 
and will be accelerated by the economic situation in the United 
States. Persistent economic recession touches all segments of 
American society and available economic data indicates that the problem 
will continue at least in the short run. The United States has a cumulative 
national debt of about $3.6 trillion and will have a 1992 annual federal 
deficit projected at close to $400 billion. The US debt service burden will 
be larger than the entire US defense budget in 1992. Looked at another 
way, the Persian Gulf War cost $500 million per day; the US interest 

7 See Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney’s Statement Before The House Budget 
Committee in Connection with Long-Term Defense Budgets, July 31, 1991. 

Estimate presented by Wolfgang Demish, at the AEA Presidents’ Roundtable, 
Marina del Rey, California, September 20, 1991. 

See the Electronic Industries Association “Defense Electronics Market Ten-Year 
Forecast, U.S. Department of Defense and National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Budgets FY1992-2001,” September 24, 1991. 
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service on debt is $800 million per day. In brief, the American people 
want priorities shifted to focus on the problems they see around 
them-the deficit, AIDS, drugs, crime, environmental degradation, substan- 
dard educational systems, and economic growth. 

Almost certainly, current US plans for reducing troops in Korea by 
7,000 by 1993 will be accelerated in the post-1993 environment by 
increased American pressures to reduce defense spending. In all 
likelihood, US ground forces will be reduced to a single brigade-size 
task force. Combined with remaining air force personnel, the remain- 
ing US forces in Korea might number under 10,000 troops by the 
mid-to-late 1990s. 

US-Korean security ties after unification could be complicated by 
other factors as well. The most prominent is the issue of South 
Korean market liberalization. Many in the United States and abroad 
harbor doubts about the real commitment of South Korea to effect 
meaningful market liberalization on both the trade and the financial 
accounts. If US-Korean trade problems are not resolved they could 
infect the overall relationship with animosity and distrust, perhaps 
fracturing the alliance and forcing Korea to seek one of the non-US 
security strategies mentioned above. 

Another persistent irritant relates to Korean acquisition of US 
military systems. There is a growing disenchantment in Seoul with 
US military technology transfers policies.’’ Many in the ROK Ministry 
of National Defense have run out of patience with the frustrations of 
having to deal with multiple US agencies on military technologies- 
various agencies in the office of the Secretary of Defense, the 
Defense Security Assistance Agency, the State Department, the 
Commerce Department, and a wide variety of staff members in the 
US Congress. Although South Korean officials may deny unhappi- 
ness with foreign defense procurement publicly, the recent spate of 
defense system Memorandum of Understandings with Italy, Spain 
and the United Kingdom, are in part, reflective of their frustrations. 
The specific problems are difficult to document because few in 

10 See Dong Joon Hwang, “Economic Interdependence and Its Impact on National 
Security: Defense Industry Cooperation and Technology Transfer, ” a paper 
presented at the 1992 National Defense University Pacific Symposium, Wash- 
ington, DC, February 27-28, 1992. 
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government want to “go public” for a variety of reasons. And US and 
ROK defense corporations will not permit their problems with tech- 
nology transfer policy to be publicized for fear of US government 
retribution. 

Two objective factors also exacerbate the weapons acquisition 
problem. The first is that the ROK trade surplus with the United 
States has disappeared. The motivation to reduce the surplus 
through US weapons acquisition has diminished. Simultaneously, the 
ROK trade surplus with European nations has grown; weapons 
acquisition from Italy, Spain, France and the UK are viewed as a 
means of reducing trade surpluses with European countries. It is 
paradoxical that ROK efforts to solve one problem with the US- 
reducing the ROK trade surpluses of the late 1980s-has created a 
different problem, that of moving away from reliance on US weapons 
purchases. A second objective factor is that many South Korean 
businessmen continue to see the European Community as a grow- 
ing, major trading bloc in the future, and want to establish them- 
selves in Europe quickly so as to be counted as “European business 
enterprises.” This may lead to the increased reprioritization of eco- 
nomic interests away from the United States. 

Major hurdles therefore remain to be overcome in maintaining 
healthy US-Korean security ties during and after unification. If that 
relationship remains stable, however, the United States can and 
probably will play a major role in sponsoring the emergence of a 
unified Korean state and in maintaining stability in Northeast Asia 
after unification has occurred. This role will have a number of 
elements. 

In the near term, the United States will continue to provide 
deterrence of a North Korean attack. In the unstable transition from 
the present North Korean government either to some post-Kim 
regime or to unification, factions may emerge in the North calling for 
a military option. To ensure that Pyongyang is not tempted to stray 
from its current policy of cooperation and peaceful unification, the 
United States should maintain its 1954 security agreement with 
Seoul and station some troops on the Korean peninsula. During the 
unification process itself, strong US sponsorship will be equally 
important, both to balance the remaining military force held in the 
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North and to guard the peninsula as a whole against outside 
interference. In all of these tasks, and particularly the ones related 
to unification, the United States probably can expect assistance from 
the United Nations and the world community. 

Once unification has occurred, US security pledges to both Korea 
and Japan will be an important element in avoiding competition 
between the two. US sponsorship has been critical in allowing Japan 
to eschew a military course, and would be equally important in 
persuading Korea to reduce its armed forces to levels not considered 
provocative in the region. If both nations can continue to rely on the 
United States (combined with regional or international coalitions) as 
their ultimate guarantee of security, neither will feel the need to 
undertake an arms buildup and regional stability will benefit. 

Finally, the United States will probably remain the world’s primary 
monitor of reform in Russia and China, and would probably be the 
leader of any effort to respond to an expansionist nationalism in 
either of those nations. In playing this role in Northeast Asia, a 
primary US tool will be a security umbrella over the Korean penin- 
sula. For a unified Korea, the United States (again in combination 
with a newly robust iqternational consensus against aggression) 
would remain its best guarantee against the traditional great-power 
threats to its security. 

This discussion does not support any radical new policy recom- 
mendations. On the contrary, it argues for two familiar pieces of 
advice, but ones which often go unheeded in the policy or analytical 
community. First, the United States must maintain flexibility and 
adaptability in its security relations with Korea. This would argue 
against the total withdrawal of all US forces or an abrogation of the 
1954 security agreement. It might, however, support arguments for 
partial troop cuts or an end to Team Spirit (as traditionally conducted) 
as steps designed to promote North-South dialogue and reduce the 
opposition to the remaining US presence in Korea. In all of these 
decisions, policymakers in Washington and Seoul must consider 
their likely implications for the post-unification era as well as the 
present day. Second, the United States should upgrade its level of 
diplomatic discourse with North Korea. If Washington and 
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Pyongyang are engaged in dialogue, the North is much more likely 
to admit a greater US role in the unification process. 

From Bipolarity to Multipolarity 

In Asia as much as Europe, the post-Cold War era will witness a 
continuing transformation from an essential bipolar international 
system to one that is militarily as well as economically and politically 
multipolar. During the Cold War, Washington and Seoul judged the 
states of Asia by the degree to which they did or did not serve as 
proxies of Soviet expansion: North Korea, North Vietnam (and later 
the entire country), China (for a time), and others were identified as 
communist enemies; Japan, Australia, Indonesia, and others as 
capitalist allies. The US-South Korean security axis was one ele- 
ment of a pattern than ran in distinctly East-West lines. 

In the 1990s and the next century, the security tapestry of North- 
east Asia will become a more confusing multipolar jumble of rela- 
tionships. Some lines will emanate from Beijing; some from Tokyo; 
a few from Moscow; and many from Washington. Economics and 
politics will overshadow military concerns for the top attention of 
policymakers. President George Bush’s January 1992 trip to the Far 
East was the first taste of such thinking: Bush and other top US 
officials talked a little about the North Korean threat, but mainly the 
trip was about economics and trade. 

In this new environment, and once Korea has been unified, 
US-Korean security ties will be as important as ever. A continued US 
role in the region and on the peninsula can help dampen hostilities, 
avoid a regional arms race, and promote regional understanding and 
collective security arrangements. There is no question that a unified 
Korea will sit at the hub of Northeast Asian security issues. A secure, 
stable peninsula will be a prerequisite for regional peace, and US 
regional commitments can play an important role in fostering such 
an outcome. 
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